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of the last hour we noticed the trip of lisha to Syria.

Elisha has gone up to Syria to anoint a 'ian to be k ng of Syria. I don't
of

think that it was particular importance in the economy of theprogress of the

kingdom of God who was king of Syria. God, could use the "an whoever he was

for His purposes. Syria at this time was outside of the witness of God. It is

only incidentally that there is a small amount of influence on xz± Syria, such

as when tx Naaman, the captain, was reached or when the little maid who was

taken prisoner there speaks a word for the Lord, and doubtless there were other

such incidnnts, but the m center of attention was in Israel. Nevertheless we

have at this point the direct interest in the kingship of Syria by t}e prophet.

Since we do not have this at other times in Syria and. we do not have it in

Mesopotamia at any time, I think that we must say that in this particular case

i is more to give lessons to the people of Israel than to us that this is done

than directly for its effect on Syria. You remember that the original reason for

this lesson was that when Elijah was utterly downcast, God wished to rethore his

confidence in the power of God, and so down there at Sinai God assured Elijah

that it was absurd fo-' him to fear the queen of Israel when he was serving

the King of kings. That God was able not only to control the queen of Israel

but to control the king of Israel and woula replace thking of Israel in his own

time. Not only would he do that but He would even control Baalim's stronger

kingdom. God was going to make a change in the dynasty of Syria, a far stronger

kingdom than Israel, a k ngdom way mx overland f om Israel. god was going

to show his prophet that there was no reason for lij&i to fear a mere king of

Israel by demonstrating to him that God was superior even over the kingwof Syria.

Also he declared to Elijah that there would be a new dynasty in Syria and in the

form in which it was riven he told him to anoint Hazael king of Syria. There is

of aourse no ev&dence that an act of anointing was performed. It would seem rather

rrelY ttx that it was a figurative way in this case of conveying to lijah

the uderStafldiflg that it was Gods act which would determine who would be the

kine. of Syria. Actually, of coe, an anointing wouldn't make any man a king
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